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Textbook of Personalized Medicine
2009-08-29

personalized medicine which simply means selection of treatment best suited for an individual involves integration and
translation of several new technologies in clinical care of patients the scope is much broader than indicated by the term
genomic medicine because many non genomic factors are taken into consideration in developing personalized medicine
basic technologies for personalized medicine of which molecular diagnostics has the biggest share are mentioned briefly and
appropriate references are given for further information commercial aspects are discussed briefly in a chapter and detailed
analysis of markets and companies involved in personalized medicine is presented in a special report on this topic there is
increasing interest in personalized medicine considerable advances have taken place in molecular biology and biotechnology
to make personalized medicine a viable option but some misconceptions still exist both in the academic and commercial
sectors there is lack of a suitable source of information that provides both the fundamentals as well as applications of
personalized medicine as the latest version of the first monograph on personalized medicine published in 1998 this volume
textbook of personalized medicine summarizes the author s efforts during the past decade as well as reviews selected
studies done during this period in a readable format for the physicians and scientists it is hoped that physicians pharmacists
scientists and interested lay readers with basic scientific knowledge will find this book useful

Acharya Amritchandra's Purushartha Siddhyupaya आचार्य अमृतचन्द्रसूरी
िवरिचत "पुरुषार्थिसद्धयुपाय"
2012-01-01

shri amritchandra suri s purushartha siddhyupaya is a matchless jaina text that deals with the conduct required of the
householder shravaka in no other text that deals with the conduct required of the householder we see the same treatment of
complex matters such as the transcendental and the empirical points of view cause and effect relationships and injury and
non injury maintaining throughout the spiritual slant the basic tenet of jainism non injury or ahimsa has been explained in
detail in the present work

JQuery Mobile Cookbook
2012-11-14

this book is written in cookbook style with a lot of practical tips code and step by step examples to ease and quicken your
learning curve if you are a beginner with jquery javascript skills this book offers you numerous examples to get you started if
you are a seasoned developer this book lets you explore jquery mobile in greater depth

The Handbook of Biomarkers
2010-02-06

of the thousands of biomarkers that are currently being discovered relatively few are being validated for further applications
and the potential of a biomarker can be quite difficult to evaluate to aid in this imperative research dr kewal k jain s
handbook of biomarkers thoroughly describes many different types of biomarkers and their discovery using various omics
technologies such as proteomics and metabolomics along with the background information needed for the evaluation of
biomarkers as well as the essential procedures for their validation and use in clinical trials with biomarkers described first
according to technologies and then according to various diseases this detailed book features the key correlations between
diseases and classifications of biomarkers which provides the reader with a guide to sort out current and future biomarkers
comprehensive and cutting edge the handbook of biomarkers serves as a vital guide to furthering our understanding of
biomarkers which by facilitating the combination of therapeutics with diagnostics promise to play an important role in the
development of personalized medicine one of the most important emerging trends in healthcare today

Indian Ethnobotany: Emerging Trends
2016-07-01

currently ethnobotany has been a subject of wide interest for research in developing and developed countries the book has
been dedicated to the doyen of indian ethnobiology dr s k jain fna popularly known as father of indian ethnobotany the book
comprises very important articles written by notable ethnobiologists botanists on different aspects of ethnobotany the book
would certainly be useful to the students researchers and teachers working on various aspects of ethnobotany and helpful to
various pharmaceutical industries in exploring plants for preparation of new drugs
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Metric Spaces
1996

biometric recognition or simply biometrics is the science of establishing the identity of a person based on physical or
behavioral attributes it is a rapidly evolving field with applications ranging from securely accessing one s computer to
gaining entry into a country while the deployment of large scale biometric systems in both commercial and government
applications has increased the public awareness of this technology introduction to biometrics is the first textbook to
introduce the fundamentals of biometrics to undergraduate graduate students the three commonly used modalities in the
biometrics field namely fingerprint face and iris are covered in detail in this book few other modalities like hand geometry
ear and gait are also discussed briefly along with advanced topics such as multibiometric systems and security of biometric
systems exercises for each chapter will be available on the book website to help students gain a better understanding of the
topics and obtain practical experience in designing computer programs for biometric applications these can be found at csee
wvu edu ross biometricstextbook designed for undergraduate and graduate students in computer science and electrical
engineering introduction to biometrics is also suitable for researchers and biometric and computer security professionals

Introduction to Biometrics
2011-11-18

見知らぬ男に殴り倒され 気を失ったジェイソン デッセン 目覚めると 彼の人生は一変していた ソニ ピクチャーズ映画化

The Best Books: a Readers Guide to the Choice of the Best Available
Books (about 50.000)...
1895

this book introduces the basic concepts of solving problems on a computer using flowcharting techniques it provides a self
instructional manual for the students to analyse the problem and develop the logical steps leading to the perfect solution the
aspect of training in flowcharting i feel is not given the imporance due to it it needs no emphasis that the technique of
flowcharting ia an important pre requisite to the ultimate programming

The National union catalog, 1968-1972
1973

includes entries for maps and atlases

ダーク・マター
2017-10-10

this authoritative handbook is the first to provide complete coverage of face recognition including major established
approaches algorithms systems databases evaluation methods and applications after a thorough introductory chapter from
the editors 15 chapters address the sub areas and major components necessary for designing operational face recognition
systems each chapter focuses on a specific topic reviewing background information reviewing up to date techniques
presenting results and offering challenges and future directions this accessible practical reference is an essential resource
for scientists and engineers practitioners government officials and students planning to work in image processing computer
vision biometrics and security internet communications computer graphics animation and the computer game industry book
jacket

Insight Into Flowcharting
2002

the financial crisis of 2008 has led to a re evaluation of the role of financial institutions and their relationship with the wider
economy and society this process has meant an increased questioning of both the conduct of business itself and the
principles behind commercial and financial activities yet non western voices have been notably absent from this debate as
have alternatives to the dominant western derived economic ideologies from the ancient spiritual wisdom or dharma of the
jains there emerges a practical modern philosophy fully in tune with the re emergence of india as a global economic power
jain individuals businesses and charities have played a powerful role in india s rise and within the global indian diaspora jain
communities are noted everywhere for their contributions to business the professions and science these successes are
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based on the principles of interdependence and co operation with an emphasis on long term consolidation rather than short
term bursts of growth researchers and students interested in the ethics of finance accounting and economics will find jainism
and ethical finance a scholarly and illuminating evaluation of jain dharma as a non western case study in the light of current
concerns about the way global finance and banking systems operate this book offers a timely alternative perspective

National Union Catalog
1973

covers the symbols of various elements formulae of elements and compounds and their names describes elements in terms
of symbols and compounds in terms of formulae chemical equations from world equations and vice versa and more

Handbook of Face Recognition
2005-03-15

this book is divided into four parts the first part preliminaries begins by introducing the basic theme of the book it provides
an overview of the current status of water resources utilization the likely scenario of future demands and advantages and
disadvantages of systems techniques an understanding of how the hydrological data are measured and processed is
important before undertaking any analysis the discussion is extended to emerging techniques such as remote sensing gis
artificial neural networks and expert systems the statistical tools for data analysis including commonly used probability
distributions parameter estimation regression and correlation frequency analysis and time series analysis are discussed in a
separate chapter part 2 decision making is a bouquet of techniques organized in 4 chapters after discussing optimization
and simulation the techniques of economic analysis are covered recently environmental and social aspects and rehabilitation
and resettlement of project affected people have come to occupy a central stage in water resources management and any
good book is incomplete unless these topics are adequately covered the concept of rational decision making along with risk
reliability and uncertainty aspects form subject matter of a chapter with these analytical tools the practitioner is well
equipped to take a rational decision for water resources utilization part 3 deals with water resources planning and
development this part discusses the concepts of planning the planning process integrated planning public involvement and
reservoir sizing the last part focuses on systems operation and management after a resource is developed it is essential to
manage it in the best possible way many dams around the world are losing some storage capacity every year due to
sedimentation and therefore the assessment and management of reservoir sedimentation is described in details no analysis
of water resources systems is complete without consideration of water quality a river basin is the natural unit in which water
occurs the final chapter discusses various issues related to holistic management of a river basin

Jainism and Ethical Finance
2017-04-07

the present book comprises of two sections a and b section a has the text of the lectures during the training course in
ethnobotany and the section b has some of the material and exercise handled by the trainees during the workshop and in
practical classes the sequence of the lectures has been so arranged as to gradually and step by step introduce the scope
methodology and applications of the subject along with the subjects of preparation of scientific papers and research projects
this book will not only popularize the important subject of ethnobotany but will also provide basic instructions for person
freshly interested or inducted into this discipline

The National Union Catalogs, 1963-
1964

two dimensional systems and mathematical preliminaries image perception image sampling and quantization image
transforms image representation by stochastic models image enhancement image filtering and restoration image analysis
and computer vision image reconstruction from projections image data compression

Chemical Communication
2018

this adaptation of bentley s textbook of pharmaceutics follows the same goals as those of the previous edition albeit in a
new look the content of the old edition has been updated and expanded and several new chapters viz complexations
stability testing as per ich guidelines parenteral formulations new drug delivery systems and pilot plant manufacturing have
been included with an intention to make the book more informative for the modern pharmacists the book has six sections
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section i deals with the physicochemical principles two new chapters complexations and ich guidelines for stability testing
have been added to make it more informative section ii conveys the information regarding pharmaceutical unit operations
and processes section iii describes the area of pharmaceutical practice extensive recent updates have been included in
many chapters of this section two new chapters parenteral formulations and new drug delivery systems have been added
section iv contains radioactivity principles and applications section v deals with microbiology and animal products section vi
contains the formulation and packaging aspects of pharmaceuticals pilot plant manufacturing concepts are added as a new
chapter which may be beneficial to readers to understand the art of designing of a plant from the pilot plant model

Water Resources Systems Planning and Management
2003-09-12

machine learning employs techniques and theories drawn from many fields within the broad areas of mathematics statistics
information science and computer science in particular from the sud domains of machine learning classification cluster
analysis data mining database and visualization machine learning is perhaps the hottest thing in silicon valley right now
especially deep learning we have google s class on tensor flow which teaches you everything you need to know to work in
silicon valley s top companies the reason why it is so hot is because it can take over many repetitive mindless tasks it ll
make doctor better doctors and lawyers better lawyers and it makes cars drive themselves for example when you re booking
a taxi you re shown how much the trip would cost or when you re on the trip you re shown the path the taxi would take to
reach your destination while booking a ride on uber you re always told the amount of time the trip would take and how much
it would cost all of that is machine learning the overall goal of this book machine learning is to provide a broad
understanding of various faces of machine learning environment in an integrated manner it covers the syllabi of all technical
universities in india and aboard the first edition of this book is also been awarded by aicte and placed in aicte s latest model
curriculum in engineering technology as well as emerging technology

Manual of Ethnobotany, 2nd Revised Ed.
2010-03-01

finishing is the final operation after a part is sized and shaped currently in high tech industries there is a demand for nano
level surface finishing of components this process is done to improve the surface finish to remove the recast layer or to
remove surface and sub surface defects the result is low friction longer product life and low power requirements equally
important is the aesthetic aspect of the product this subject is growing very fast from the technology as well as a science
point of view books on this subject are very limited particularly those ones that deal with both the science as well as the
technology aspects

Fundamentals of Digital Image Processing
1989

biometrics is a rapidly evolving field with applications ranging from accessing one s computer to gaining entry into a country
the deployment of large scale biometric systems in both commercial and government applications has increased public
awareness of this technology recent years have seen significant growth in biometric research resulting in the development
of innovative sensors new algorithms enhanced test methodologies and novel applications this book addresses this void by
inviting some of the prominent researchers in biometrics to contribute chapters describing the fundamentals as well as the
latest innovations in their respective areas of expertise

Bentley's Textbook of Pharmaceutics - E-Book
2012-05-14

本書は 個別化医療の基本とその発展 さらにはバイオ医薬品業界や医療専門家らによる構想 考え方を収載し考察している また 主要な疾患領域について あるいは民族的問題 法的問題について実例を提示して論じている

Machine Learning
2016-12-12

numerical methods for scientific and engineering computation is appropriate as a text book for the first course and partly for
the second course in numerical analysis the book is largely self contained the courses in calculus and matrices are essential
some of the special features of the book are classical and recently developed numerical methods are derived from the high
speed computation view point comparative study of the numerical methods is given to bring out advantages and
disadvantages in the implementation of the methods about 300 problems including bit problems 1964 83 are listed at the
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end of chapters 2 7 to serve as exercises and extension to the text answers and hints to the problems at the end of the book
as well as the solved examples in the body of the text will help the students to understand the basic concepts

Nanofinishing Science and Technology
2007-10-23

a much needed analysis of international climate change politics as a key issue of modernity and in the context of
environmentalism leigh glover presents a new way to understand the climate change problem and is concerned with
problems of modernity and postmodernity in the context of contemporary environmental thought focusing on the
international politics surrounding the un agreement of climate change the framework convention on climate change and its
kyoto protocol glover examines the issue using the key aspects of climate change science global environmental politics and
global environmental management

Handbook of Biometrics
2012-12-25

key features lebesgue measure and integration theory explained for beginners the text is arranged in sections with a
chapter on preliminaries numerous examples and problems for effective learning bibliography at the end gives contributions
of authors to the subject about the book the book is intended to provide a basic course in lebesgue measure and integration
for the honours and postgraduate students of various universities in india and abroad with the hope that it will open a path
to the lebesgue theory to the students pains have been taken to give detailed explanations of reasons of work and of the
method used together with numerous examples and counter examples at different places in this book the details are
explicitly presented keeping the interest of the students in view each topic in the book has been treated in an easy and lucid
style the material has been arranged by sections spread out in eight chapters the text opens with a chapter on preliminaries
discussing basic concepts and results which would be taken for granted later in the book the chapter is followed by chapters
on infinite sets measurable sets measurable functions lebesgue integral differentiation and integration the lebesgue lp
spaces and measure spaces and measurable functions the book contains many solved and unsolved problems remarks and
notes at places which would help the students in learning the course effectively

個別化医療テキストブック
1985

in this latest seventh edition five new chapters no 28 29 33 36 and 37 have been added to enhance the scope and utility of
the book three chapters pertain to bioenergetics and metabolism biosynthesis of nucleotides degradation of nucleotides
mineral metabolism and two to nutrition biochemistry principles of nutrition elements of nutrition in fact all the previously
existing 35 chapters have been thoroughly revised enlarged and updated in the light of recent advancements and the
ongoing researches being conducted the world over

Numerical Methods for Scientific and Engineering Computation
2007-01-24

main highlights of finance act 2020 1 income tax an introduction 2 important definitions 3 assessment on agricultural
income 4 exempted incomes 5 residence and tax liability 6 income from salaries 7 income from salaries retirement and
retrenchment 8 income from house property 9 depreciationn 10 profits and gains of business or profession including special
provision for computing profits and gain of profession on presumptive basis 11 capital gains 12 income from other sources
13 income tax authorities 14 clubbing of income and aggregation of income 15 set off and carry forward of losses deductions
from gross total income 17 assessment of individuals computation of total income 18 computation of tax liability of
individuals 19 deduction of tax at source 20 procedure of assessment 21 assessment of firm and association of persons and
computation of tax liability provisions and procedure of filing the return of income and e filing of income tax and tds returns l
supreme court leading cases l gst concept registration and taxation mechanism l rebate and relief in tax examination papers

Postmodern Climate Change
2020-10

in this concise and systematic book a team of experts select the most important cutting edge technologies used in drug
delivery systems they take into account significant drugs new technologies such as nanoparticles and therapeutic
applications the chapters present step by step laboratory protocols following the highly successful methods in molecular
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biologytm series format offering readily reproducible results vital for pharmaceutical physicians and scientists

Lebesgue Measure and Integration
2004-09

for physicians surgeons and scientists working on cardiovascular disorders applications of biotechnology in cardiovascular
therapeutics serves as an invaluable reference by collecting the essential writings of dr kewal k jain on the topics of
biotechnology as they relate to cardiovascular disease this thorough volume includes such subjects as biotechnology and
therapeutic delivery to the cardiovascular system cell selective targeted drug delivery cell and gene therapies including
antisense and rna interference cutting edge gene therapy approaches as well as personalized cardiology as a way of
integrating new technologies into the selection of the best possible treatment for an individual patient selected references
from recent literature are collected for each chapter and the text is supplemented by a variety of useful tables and figures
comprehensive and up to date applications of biotechnology in cardiovascular therapeutics will be tremendously useful for
those working in life sciences and the pharmaceutical sciences and the inclusion of some basics of cardiovascular diseases
will greatly benefit nonmedical readers as well

Fundamentals of Biochemistry
2020-08-21

this book sheds light on the development of pulsed electrochemical honing pech a unique hybrid finishing process which has
capabilities of finishing intricate shaped components especially gears the text covers the fundamentals of the process and
details all parameters of pech in the finishing of straight bevel gears it discusses all important aspects of electrochemical
honing and details recent developments in tools technologies controls and operations

Income Tax Law & Practice with GST Dr. R. K. Jain (25th Edition A.Y.
2020-21)
2008-03-07

high risk pregnancy examines the full range of challenges in general obstetrics medical complications of pregnancy prenatal
diagnosis fetal disease and management of labor and delivery drs david james philip j steer carl p weiner bernard gonik
caroline crowther and stephen robson present an evidence based approach to the available management options equipping
you with the most appropriate strategy for each patient this comprehensive reference features the fully searchable text
online at expertconsult com as well as more than 100 videos of imaging and monitoring giving you easy access to the
resources you need to manage high risk pregnancies prepare for clinical challenges and save time in addressing them
thanks to expert advice on treatment options from international contributors find and apply the information you need quickly
and easily through a consistent organization and at a glance summary boxes that discuss evidence based management
options access the fully searchable text online at expertconsult com along with links to medline view over 140 videos of
detailed fetal imaging and monitoring that aid in diagnoses tap into recent developments in treatment and management in
four new chapters global maternal perinatal health issues recurrent pregnancy loss surveillance of the fetus and its
indications and training for obstetric emergencies apply new evidence based management options to treat genetic and
constitutional factors leading to a high risk pregnancy such as diabetes obesity hypertension and cardiac disease through
new and expanded coverage of these increasingly common presentations reference pregnancy relevant laboratory values
with an updated and comprehensive appendix on normal values in pregnancy effectively manage patients newly diagnosed
with hematologic and immunologic malignancies and explore the available drug options confirm your diagnoses with greater
confidence thanks to full color images throughout the text

Drug Delivery Systems
2011-07-25

this book explores the images and perceptions of the european union eu in the eyes of one of the eu s three strategic
partners in asia in the context of its own distinct policies and identity it fills a major gap in existing studies on how asians
perceive the eu the book examines the perception representation and visibility of the eu in the indian media among the
elites and in public opinion it explores whether the union s self proclaimed representation as a global actor a normative
power and a leader in environmental negotiations conforms to how it is actually perceived in third world countries the book
asks questions such as how have indian images of europe european union been changing from the 1940s to the present
what new narratives have emerged or are emerging about the eu in india what does the rise of china mean for eu india
relations is the image of the eu changing in india or do old representations still persist even though the union is acquiring a
new personality in the world politics how does india perceive poland
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Applications of Biotechnology in Cardiovascular Therapeutics
2019-06-04

available on amazon kindle store at amazon in dp b0clng9mh4 the book covers over 8500 objective questions suitable for
dgms gate and psu exams with solved numerical problems latest dgms gate till 2024 questions included ideal for dgms first
second class manager s certificate coal metal ur r exams also suitable for jmo mo ms exams format fixed pdf best suited for
laptop desktop the book is available on the amazon kindle store syllabus covered mine management legislation safety the
mine management personal management and organisational behaviour production management financial management
mining environment economic impact of mining materials management for the mining sector industrial accident the mine
legislation health and safety laws the mines act 1952 mines rules 1955 coal mine regulation 1957 mines rescue rules 1985
provisions of indian electricity rules 1956 applicable to mines mine vocational training rules 1966 other rules and legislation
applicable to coal mines general safety in mines risk management disaster management first aid and ambulance work
lighting sanitation and health in mines mine ventilation fires explosion inundation composition of mine atmosphere heat and
humidity air flow in mines natural ventilation mechanical ventilation ventilation planning airborne dust mine fires mine
explosions inundation illumination mining machinery theory of machines engines machine tools and work shop processes
wire ropes mine winders underground machinery material handling equipment in mines pumps opencast machinery
generation transmission and utilization of power maintenance systems mine electrical engineering winning and working
geology opening of coal seams underground mining methods board and pillar method longwall mining thick seam mining
special methods of mining opencast mining drilling methods of excavation and transport application of concepts of rock
mechanics use and safe handling of explosives danger from different sources of water mine surveying linear measurement
edm angular measurement theodolite levelling triangulation trilateration application of gps and total station in mine
surveying field astronomy correlation theory of errors and adjustments area and volume calculation dip and strike problems

Finishing of Conical Gears by Pulsed Electrochemical Honing
2010-12-03

Ālāpa paddhati composed by Ācārya devasena c tenth century vikrama samvat is a jaina text primarily on the topics of the
standpoints naya and the secondary standpoints upanaya it also delves into the substances dravya their qualities or
attributes guṇa modes paryāya and nature svabhāva it is true that without appreciating the import as well as the
applicability of the individual standpoints naya one may get lost in the complex maze of the standpoints and cause great
harm to one s understanding and even to one s mental balance Ālāpa paddhati is essential reading for every serious reader
of the dravyānuyoga that spreads the light of right scriptural knowledge by illuminating the reality of substances soul jīva
and non soul ajīva merit puṇya and demerit pāpa bondage bandha and liberation mokṣa including influx āsrava stoppage
saṃvara and gradual dissociation nirjarā the book has a useful appendix that explains the doctrines of non absolutism
anekāntavāda and conditional predication syādvāda this slim volume needs to be read over and over again to internalize the
underlying concepts fully

High Risk Pregnancy E-Book
2019-09-25

this comprehensive reference addresses all aspects of fetal and neonatal pathology including complicated pregnancies
multiple pregnancies abortion placental pathology and disorders affecting the full term neonate a consistent organization
allows for quick access to specific guidance and nearly 2 500 illustrations 2 350 in full color depict conditions and
abnormalities as they present in practice facilitating diagnosis an image bank on cd rom new to this edition features all of
the illustrations from the 2 volume set downloadable for presentations offers comprehensive coverage of all common and
rare embryonic fetal and infant disorders in one source correlates clinical pathologic and genetic findings for each systemic
disease emphasizes the genetic and molecular basis of birth defects features nearly 2 500 illustrations 2 350 in full color
which depict each abnormality or condition as they present in practice presents practical information on autopsy techniques
and protocols provides the latest guidance on molecular pathology immunohistochemistry dna technology and more offers
an expanded discussion of developmental biology related to the pathogenesis of birth defects features user friendly
summary tables and diagnostic flow charts making information quick and easy to find includes a cd rom featuring all of the
illustrations from the 2 volume set

Changing Indian Images of the European Union
2024-05-09

this encyclopedia provides a comprehensive reference to topics in biometrics including concepts modalities algorithms
devices systems security performance testing applications and standardization with an a z format and over 1400 entries it
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provides easy access to relevant information on all aspects of biometrics for those seeking entry into this broad field entries
are written by experts in biometrics and related fields each entry includes a definition key words list of synonyms list of
related entries illustration s applications and a bibliography most entries include useful literature references providing the
reader with a portal to more detailed information comprehensive and tutorial the encyclopedia of biometrics 2nd edition is a
practical resource for experts in the field and professionals interested in aspects of biometrics

Mining Engineering (Objective Questions)
2007-04-27

Ātmānuśāsana commonly spelled as atmanushasan by Ācārya guņabhadra presents profound concepts of the jaina doctrine
in a form that is easily understood remarkable for its poetry and meaning it expounds that right faith samyagdarśana is the
cause of merit and wrong faith of demerit to have belief in the true nature of substances is right faith dharma is the man s
most excellent possession the conduct that leads to merit is dharma and it results in happiness after destroying misery
whether happy or miserable dharma should be the only pursuit of man true happiness is not the momentary sprinkling of the
pleasures of the senses long life wealth and sound body are obtained from the previously earned merit puņya under the
spell of sinful karmas the man experiences misery excellent men with discrimination work hard incessantly and cheerfully for
the sake of their future lives the happiness attained through austerity tapa can never be attained by craving for wealth no
dust of disgrace ever touches the feet of the man fortified by austerity the ascetic goes on to perform austerity while
protecting his body for a very long time through the power of austerity he vanquishes his natural enemies like the passions
of anger etc in the after life he automatically and speedily attains liberation as the culmination of his human effort

Ācārya Devasena’s Ālāpa Paddhati – The Ways of Verbal Expression
श्रीमदाचार्य देवसेन िवरिचत आलाप पद्धित
2015-04-30

divine blessings Ācārya vidyānanda muni 1st edition Ācārya viśuddhasāgara muni 2nd edition editor and translator vijay k
jain language note prakrit hindi and english publisher vijay kumar jain 2022 subjects jainism doctrines early works to 1800
description xlii 310 p total 352 p 24 x 17 x 2 5 cm the canonical text dravyasamgraha is believed to have been composed
either by the most worshipful Ācārya nemicandra siddhānta cakravartī circa 10th century ce the celebrated composer of
texts like gommatasāra labdhisāra and trilokasāra or by his later namesake muni nemicandra siddāntideva circa the end of
11th century ce Ācārya muni nemicandra s dravyasamgraha consists of just 58 verses in 116 lines of 58 verses the author
has described the six substances dravya five with bodily existence pañcāstikāya seven realities tattva nine objects padārtha
and the path to liberation mokşa from both the empirical vyavahāra as well as the transcendental niścaya points of view
naya the treatise ends with a brief description of the five supreme beings pañca parameşthī and of meditation dhyāna the
explanatory note to each verse comprises excerpts from the most authentic sacred jaina texts
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